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“the short-term, dopamine-driven feedback loops
that we have created are destroying how society
works. No civil discourse, no cooperation,
misinformation, mistruth.”
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INTRODUCTION
The development of the internet has brought new ways for society to communicate and interact, with social media platforms being the
forerunner in allowing humans to feel connected while being physically separated. It has enhanced the way societies communicate, and
is an efficient channel in sharing knowledge globally. However, despite these benefits, social media platforms have also created detrimental side effects on the global society. Social platforms have created the ability for users to become autonomous in their pursuit of
acceptance as it provides a framework of social structures where identities can be constructed and allows the user to fulfil innate
psychological needs of feeling recognised and accepted by others. The user is able to curate their own social media profiles based on
how they’d like to be seen by others. Constant consumption of social media use has shown to be addictive, despite the positive personal
reinforcement that it often offers.
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My work is based on the suggestion that identities are dualistic, meaning identity is fluid and that a person is able to constantly negotiate
how they represent themselves. The phrase ‘duality of identity’ connotates the idea of more than one identity form with some degree of
contrast between them.
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INTRODUCTION
My work speaks to the idea of the real self and the fantasised self; the real self is the physical person in the real world, while the fantasised
self is constructed in the mind and manifested through a social media profile. In an interview with The Stanford Graduate School of Business (2017), Chamath Palihapitiya, a former Facebook executive, commented on the personal and social effects of social media tools,
saying, “the short-term, dopamine-driven feedback loops that we have created are destroying how society works. No civil discourse, no
2

cooperation, misinformation, mistruth.” Furthermore, the former president of Facebook, Sean Parker, explained that Facebook created
a “social validation feedback loop” which seeks to consume as much conscious time and activity of the user as possible, creating a
3

psychological need for the user and rewarding them with instant gratification (Axios).

Users are able to divide their real identities and their online social media identities, by creating and posting likable content that can feed
the dopamine driven fantasised persona, while the ‘ugliness’ of real life is kept hidden. Jacob Amedie (2015), in his journal paper, comments further by saying “social media is robbing us of trust and comfort we once placed in one another, replacing the human fellowship,
physical and emotional support we once drew from each other with virtual connection.”

M Y S E L F & ( E Y E ) : V I D E O A N I M AT I O N
Through the video work titled Myself & (eye) (2018), I have

The video animation also comments on the dissociation a user

envisioned the juxtaposition between the real self and the fanta-

often experiences when engaging with social media platforms,

sised self. In the mind, the creation of the desired self is formed;

similarly to a person suffering from multiple personality disorder

this is visualised through hand drawn elements to insinuate the

who switches between personas. I’ve depicted this through the

idea of a fictitious reality, while using video footage to represent

interactions between the illustrated animation and the real video

the physical life of the user. I’ve programmed a slow frame rate in

footage which, underpins a narrative that suggests how a person

the animation to create a jagged-like effect throughout the work,

unconsciously transitions between their real selves and their

suggesting delusory reactions and movements, breaking away

fantasised selves, leading to a sense of individualised ‘hyper-reali-

from realism and reinforcing the fantasised element of the theme.

ty’. Madan Sarup (1993: 165), an author and former lecturer at

My theme of the real versus the imagined balances sub-themes of

Goldsmith’s College in London, explains the term saying that,

cognitive processes, memories, and metaphorical experiences,

“hyper-reality is a new condition in which the old tension between

similar to works of Nathani Luneburg. Luneburg specialises in

reality and illusion, between reality as it is and reality as it should

experimental video and stop-motion animation, where she com-

be, has been dissipated.” This leads to an open-ended language

bines metaphoric creatures with dynamic distortion effects that

game with an eroded boundary line between the real and the

suggest the sensation of distant memories in the mind’s inner

imaginary. The work suggests that the real self and the fantasised

workings, this can be seen in her work titled Wither (2011 – 2014)

self are not in constant competition, but rather that they co-exist.

that formed part of her DPhil Fine Art exhibition “Loss” (2014).

G I F A N I M AT I O N S E R I E S
The second half of the body of work consists of a set of GIF animations. Originally, GIF animations were used via the internet for simple
imagery such as logos and other simplified colour graphics. They’ve now become extremely popular in digital communication practices,
with most social media platforms supporting GIF file types. These short, animated features allow for the creation of interesting narratives,
while organically creating new meaning by it’s endless repetition. GIF animations are popular for appropriating social and cultural
messages, which further blurs the lines between the real and the imagined.
In my set of GIF animations, I’ve satirized the use of social media profiles, provoking the viewer to reflect on how they are using these
platforms. I’ve combined topics such as consumerism and consumption to represent the gluttony towards social media in contemporary
culture. These GIF animations also express the arbitrariness of how a person ‘performs’ on social media as they curate their fantasised
identities. The exhibited GIF animations have been presented in the form of QR codes; viewers scan the QR codes with their smartphone
camera in order to view the GIF animation.
A QR Code is a barcode system often used in advertising which allows customers to scan and access a web page quicker than having to
type in the web address. The use of the QR code in the gallery space engages the viewer with the work, once the QR code has been
scanned the work is displayed on the viewer’s personal cell phone and forces the viewer to watch the GIF animation as if they were
engaging on a social media platform. The use of a QR code embodies the fast paced nature of contemporary culture.
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CONCLUSION

The use of social media platforms have transformed the way societies communicate and engage with global and personal
issues. My work explores the idea that identity is dualistic whereby, through a type of performance, a user balances two
personas, one based on the physical person in the real world while the other is conceived in the person’s mind. From my
research, it is concerning that, while social media companies are aware of the psychological needs of the user, more effort
and techniques are being developed to keep users online. My work evokes questions relating to our personal identities, how
we use social media platforms, and the influence of social media companies on our personal identity.

E N D N OT E S
1. Social media addiction can be “manifested through a number of core symptoms, which interfere with other activities and normal
functioning. These include conflict (e.g., the use of the website conflicts with other tasks), withdrawal (i.e., negative emotions arise if
the website cannot be used), relapse and reinstatement (i.e., inability to voluntarily reduce the usage of the website), and behavioural
salience (i.e., the use of the website dominates other tasks).” (Serenko and Turel: 2011)
2. In an article explaining brain anatomy and with social media addiction, the authors explain that “addiction is often initiated by
hyperactivity of the system that assesses rewards and drives impulsive behaviors. This includes the ‘Nucleus Accumbens’, the key
substrate where mesolimbic dopamine is released.” (He, Turel & Bechara 2017)
3. Parker continues to say: “That means we needed to sort of give you a little dopamine hit every once in a while because someone
liked or commented on a photo or a post or whatever ... It's a social validation feedback loop ... You're exploiting a vulnerability in
human psychology ... [The inventors] understood this, consciously, and we did it anyway." (www.axios.com)
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“That means we needed to sort of give you a little
dopamine hit every once in a while because
someone liked or commented on a photo or a post
or whatever ... It's a social validation feedback
loop ... You're exploiting a vulnerability in human
psychology ... [The inventors] understood this,
c o n s c i o u s l y, a n d we d i d i t a ny way. "
SEAN PARKER
F O R M E R FAC E B O O K P R E S I D E N T

